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xxi, 713 p. ; ill. ; 26 cm.
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Theories of development I [DVD] / Magna Systems.
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1 videodisc (16 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. + 1 set of teaching materials.
BF723 .M54 E63 2006

Fiore, Benjamin, 1943-
xxi, 253 p. ; 25 cm.
BS2735.52 .F56 2007

1 videodisc (54 min.) : sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in.
D422 .P744 2002
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D743 .W675 2001
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Munoz, Carlos, 1939-
xii, 260 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
E184 .M5 M85 2007

xxv, 207 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
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Scott, Lynn M. Compensating for incomplete domain knowledge / Lynn M. Scott ... [et al]. Santa Monica, Calif. : Rand, c2007. xiii, 64 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. H91 .R35 DB- 517- AF
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Sing, Merrile.
Improving mental health insurance benefits without increasing costs : special report / Merrile Sing, Steven Hill, Loren Puffer. Rockville, MD : U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Center for Mental Health Services, Office of the Associate Director for Organization and Financing, [2001] iv, 38 p.
HG9387 .S56 2001

Middle sexes [DVD] : redefining he and she / HBO Original Programming ; written and directed by Antony Thomas ; produced by Antony Thomas, Carleen, Ling-an Hsu ; a Home Box Office/Granada Television production ; a presentation of Home Box Office. [United States] : Home Box Office, c2006. 1 videodisc (75 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in.
HQ77.9 .M53 2006

HQ799.2 .P44 I5 2003
HQ799.2 .V66 .E94 2005

Glicken, Morley D.
A guide to writing for human services professionals / Morley D. Glicken. Lanham, Md.: Rowman &
HV41 .G53 2008

Barbato, Joseph, 1944-
Writing for a good cause: the complete guide to crafting proposals and other persuasive pieces for
332 p.; 24 cm.
HV41.9 .U5 B37 2000

When the levees broke [DVD]: a requiem in four acts / [a Spike Lee film]; 40 Acres and a Mule
Filmworks; HBO Documentary Films; [director, Spike Lee]; producers, Sam Pollard, Spike Lee;
executive producer, Sheila Nevins. [New York?]: HBO Video, c2006. 3 videodiscs (4 hr., 17 min.) : sd.,
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HV636 .L48 W496 2006 DISC 1-3

Howard, Judy, 1942-
Substance abuse treatment for persons with child abuse and neglect issues / Judy Howard. Rockville,
MD (Rockwall II, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville 20857): U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services, Public
Health Service, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Center for Substance
HV4999.2 .H68 2000

Survivor’s pride. 1, An introduction to resiliency [videorecording]: building resilience in youth at risk /
videocassette (70 min.) : sd., col.; 1/2 in.
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Competencies for substance abuse treatment clinical supervisors [electronic resource]. Rockville, MD:
U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration,
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Bachman, Ronet.
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JZ1305 .A478 2001
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Hedges, Lawrence E.
Facing the challenge of liability in psychotherapy : practicing defensively / Lawrence E. Hedges ; with specialty contributions by Steven Frankel ... [et al.]. Lanham, Md. : Jason Aronson, c2007. xv, 266 p. ; 24 cm. + 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
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Whittington, Keith E.
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Cohen, Justin H.
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Fisher, Douglas, 1965-
LB3013.F515 2007
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Gabbert, Charles Clark.
The relationship between chief executive transformational leadership and hospital high performance / by Charles Clark Gabbert. c2005. ix, 157 leaves; ill.; 28 cm.
LD791.C26 L43 G23 R45 2005

Clark, Kenneth James.
Work-related value systems and teacher morale / Kenneth James Clark. La Verne, Calif. : University of La Verne, 1981. vii, 124 p.; 21 cm.
LD2940.L46 S35 C52 W67 1987

Nelson, Mary Ann Elizabeth.
Leader behavior and its relationship to subordinate job satisfaction as moderated by selected contingency factors in Minnesota public schools: a path-goal theory approach / by Mary Ann Elizabeth Nelson. 1980. xi, 331 leaves; ill.; 28 cm.
LD3369.5.E49 N45 L42 1980

Nongmak, Chamrak, 1940-
The relation between teacher job satisfaction and the leadership behavior of primary school principals in Thailand / by Chamrak Nongmak. 1986. iv, 161 leaves; 28 cm.
LD3455.E48 N66 R45 1986

Madison, Linda Ann.
The effect of supervisor level of authority and leadership style on elementary school climate and teacher job satisfaction / by Linda Ann Madison. 2002. vii, 128 leaves; 29 cm.
LD4759.E49 M24 E55 2002

Dono-Koulouris, Marilyn J.
Leadership style, teacher empowerment, and job satisfaction in selected Catholic elementary schools / Marilyn J. Dono-Koulouris. c2003. vi, 130 leaves; 29 cm.
LD4811.S856 E49 D66 L43 2003

Amoroso, Paul F.
The impact of principals' transformational leadership behaviors on teacher commitment and teacher job satisfaction / by Paul F. Amoroso. c2002. v, 116 leaves; 28 cm. LD4931.S36 E49 A66 I66 2002

Vivian, Timothy Paul.
The relationship between perceived leadership style, size of school and non-instructional time on teacher job satisfaction / by Timothy Paul Vivian. 1983. vi, 87 leaves; forms; 28 cm.
LD5039.5.E49 V59 R45 2007
Berry, Erin L.
Counselor as leader : investigating school counselor activities / by Erin L. Berry.
2006.
xiv, 190 leaves ; 29 cm.
LD5689 .E49 B47 C68 2006

Benit, Douglas, 1945-
The relationship between principal leadership style and teacher job satisfaction / by Douglas Benit.
vii, 137 leaves : ill. ; 29 cm.
LD5889 .W46 B46 R45 1991

Lennon, Patricia Ann.
An investigation of teacher locus-of-control, principal leadership and job satisfaction / Patricia Ann Lennon.
iv, 307 p. ; 26 cm.
LD4931 .S35 E48 L46 I69 1992

Brooks, Max.
World War Z : an oral history of the zombie war / Max Brooks.
342 p. ; 25 cm.
LEISURE READING BRO

Clapton, Eric.
Clapton : the autobiography / Eric Clapton.
343 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
LEISURE READING CLAP

Colbert, Stephen, 1964-
I am America (and so can you!) / written and edited by Stephen Colbert ... [et al.].
x, 230 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
LEISURE READING COLB

Draper, Robert.
Dead certain : the presidency of George W. Bush / Robert Draper.
LEISURE READING DRA
Francis, Dick.
Dead heat / Dick Francis and Felix Francis.
342 p. ; 24 cm.
LEISURE READING FRANC

Gerritsen, Tess.
The bone garden : a novel / Tess Gerritsen.
370 p. ; 25 cm.
LEISURE READING GER

Grisham, John.
Playing for pizza / John Grisham.
262 p. ; 22 cm.
LEISURE READING GRI

Hunter, Stephen, 1946-
372 p. ; 25 cm.
LEISURE READING HUN

Keillor, Garrison.
248 p. ; 24 cm.
LEISURE READING KEI

Leon, Donna.
Through a glass, darkly / Donna Leon.
256 p. ; 24 cm.
LEISURE READING LEON

Patchett, Ann.
Run / Ann Patchett.
295 p. ; 24 cm.
LEISURE READING PATC
Patterson, James, 1947-
   You've been warned : a novel / by James Patterson and Howard Roughan.
   376 p. ; 25 cm.
LEISURE READING PATTER

Pratchett, Terry.
   394 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
LEISURE READING PRA

Robison, John Elder.
   Look me in the eye : my life with Asperger's / John Elder Robison.
   xiv, 288 p. ; 25 cm.
LEISURE READING ROBI

Roth, Philip.
   Exit ghost / Philip Roth.
   292 p. ; 22 cm.
LEISURE READING ROTH

Russo, Richard, 1949-
   Bridge of sighs / Richard Russo.
   527 p. ; 25 cm.
LEISURE READING RUS

Sparks, Nicholas.
   The choice / Nicholas Sparks.
   ix, 272 p. ; 22 cm.
LEISURE READING SPARKS

Unger, Craig.
   The fall of the house of Bush : how a group of true believers put America on the road to Armageddon / Craig Unger.
   p. : ill. ; cm.
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Wilson, F. Paul (Francis Paul)
   384 p. ; 25 cm.
LEISURE READING WIL
Woods, Stuart.
Fresh disasters / Stuart Woods.
277 p. ; 25 cm.

LEISURE READING WOO

Guzmán, Kristen, 1969-
x, 137 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
NC999.4 .S45 A4 2005

Bailey, Chuck L.
Texas political memorabilia : buttons, bumper stickers, and broadsides / Chuck Bailey with Bill Crawford ; foreword by Paul Burka ; photographs by Barbara Schlief.
xiv, 218 p. : col. ill. ; 22 x 28 cm.
NK3669 .B35 2007

Faigley, Lester, 1947-
Good reasons : designing and writing effective arguments / Lester Faigley, Jack Selzer.
xiv, 306 p. : ill., map ; 23 cm.
PE1431 .F35 2006

Moore, Barbara, 1956-
Prime-time television : a concise history / Barbara Moore, Marvin R. Bensman, and Jim Van Dyke.
x, 305 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.

Brooks, Marla.
xi, 285 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Nericcio, William Anthony, 1961-

Tex[t]-Mex : seductive hallucinations of the "Mexican" in America / William Anthony Nericcio.


Burbank, CA : Distributed by Warner Home Video, [2007]

1 videodisc (143 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in.


Children of men [DVD] / Universal Pictures presents a Strike Entertainment production in association with Hit and Run Productions, a film by Alfonso Cuaron ; produced by Marc Abraham, Eric Newman, Hilary Shor, Iain Smith, Tony Smith ; screenplay by Alfonso Cuaron & Timothy J. Sexton and David Arata and Mark Fergus & Hawk Ostby ; directed by Alfonso Cuaron.


1 videodisc (110 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in.


Please, don't bury me alive! [DVD] = *Por favor, no me entierren vivo! / Chicano Arts Film Enterprises


1 videodisc (81 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in.


Walkout [DVD] / HBO Films presents ; a Maya Pictures/Amicas Entertainment production ; with Y.O.Y. Productions ; directed by Edward James Olmos ; screenplay by Marcus De Leon and Ernie Contreras and Timothy J. Sexton ; story by Victor Villase*nor ; produced by Lisa Bruce ; an Esparza/Katz production ; in association with Olmos Productions, Inc.


1 videodisc (111 min.) : sd., col. with b&w sequences ; 4 3/4 in.
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Burns, Eric.

Infamous scribblers : the founding fathers and the rowdy beginnings of American journalism / Eric Burns.


265 p. ; 25 cm.

PN4861 .B87 2007
Campbell, W. Joseph, Ph. D.
The year that defined American journalism: 1897 and the clash of paradigms / W. Joseph Campbell.
xxi, 317 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
PN4864 .C36 2006

Ciuba, Gary M.
x, 287 p. ; 24 cm.
PS261 .C48 2007

Road novels 1957-1960 / Jack Kerouac ; [edited by Douglas Brinkley].
864 p. ; 21 cm.
PS3521 .E735 A6 2007

McLure, James.
Laundry and bourbon: a comedy in one act / by James McLure.
PS3563 .A31876 L3 1981

Roth, Philip.
Zuckerman bound: a trilogy and epilogue 1979-1985 / Philip Roth
645 p. ; 21 cm.
PS3568 .O855 A6 2007

Viescas, John, 1947-.
xxxix, 1443 p. : ill. ; 23 cm. + 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
QA76.9 .D3 V5454 2007

Dimming the sun [DVD] / directed by Duncan Copp ; produced by David Sington ; a DOX production for Nova/WGBH and BBC ; additional material, WGBH Educational Foundation.
1 videodisc (54 min.) : sd., col. with b&w sequences ; 4 3/4 in.
QC981.8 .G56 D56 2006
The learning machine [DVD] : neuroscience and behavior / produced by Sally Beaty ; written by Cody Farley.
1 videodisc (26 min. 40 sec.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in.
QP376 .L43 2006

Lippincott, Joseph A.
Special populations in college counseling : a handbook for mental health professionals / edited by Joseph A. Lippincott, Ruth B. Lippincott.
xviii, 320 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
RC451.4 .S7 L57 2007

Collaborative therapy : relationships and conversations that make a difference / edited by Harlene Anderson and Diane Gehart.
xxiv, 443 p. ; 23 cm.
RC480 .C576 2007

Three approaches to psychotherapy. I [DVD] / produced by Psychological Films ; produced and directed by Everett L. Shostrom.
3 videodiscs (116 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in.
RC480 .T47 2000 SERIES 1 PT. 1-3

James, Richard K., 1942-
Crisis intervention strategies / Richard K. James.
xxvi, 644 p. ; 24 cm.
RC480.6 .J36 2008

White, Michael (Michael Kingsley)
Maps of narrative practice / Michael White.
x, 304 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
RC489 .S74 W45 2007

Burjon, Barry N.
Biological bases of clinical anxiety / Barry N. Burjon.
352 p. ; 25 cm.
RC531 .B87 2007

Let there be light [DVD] / Army Pictorial Service, United States Army Signal Corps.
1 videodisc (58 min.) : sd., b&w ; 4 3/4 in.
RC550 .L48 1985
v, 592 p. ; 27 cm.
RC552 .P67 H353 2007

1 videodisc (11 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in.
RC552 .S4 C88 2006

4 videodiscs (388 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. + program guide (12 p.)
RC564 .A33 2007 DISCS 1-4

Case management for substance abuse treatment : a guide for treatment providers / Saul Levin, Jeanie Ahearn Greene.
Rockville, MD : U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Center for Substance Abuse Treatment, [2000]
v, 32 p. ; 28 cm.
RC564 .C28 2000

Enhancing motivation for change inservice training : based on a treatment improvement protocol, TIP 35.
Rockville, MD : U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Center for Substance Abuse Treatment, [2006].
319 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
RC564 .E64 2006

1 videodisc (13 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in.
RJ131 .P43 2000
Mattes, Larry J.
Functional language assessment and intervention sourcebook / Larry J.
Mattes; illustrated by Tom Matthews.
iii, 155 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
RJ496.S7 F86 2006

Outcome assessment in residential treatment / Steven I. Pfeiffer, editor.
xiv, 99 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
RJ504.5 .O98 1996

Como prevenir el uso de drogas en los ninos y los adolescentes
[electronic resource] : una guia con base cientifica para padres,
educadores y lideres de la comunidad.
v, 49 p. : digital, PDF file
RJ506 .D78 P74 2004

Treatment of adolescents with substance use disorders / Ken C. Winters,
revision consensus panel chair.
Rockville, MD (Rockwall II, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, 20857) : U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, Public Health Service, Substance
Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Center for Substance
Abuse Treatment, [2005]
xxvi, 126 p. : ill. 28 cm.
RJ506 .D78 T745 2005

Wiener, Craig.
Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder as a learned behavioral pattern :
a less medicinal more self-reliant/collaborative intervention / Craig
Wiener.
viii, 292 p. : 23 cm.
RJ506 .H9 W543 2007

Scientific and technical reports : preparation, presentation, and
preservation : an American national standard / developed by the National
Information Standards Organization.
84 p. ; 24 cm.
T11 .N355 2005

Abramson, Albert.
The history of television, 1880 to 1941 / Albert Abramson.
xiv, 354 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
TK6637 .A27 1987